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process definition
Michael Debenham describes his approach to process definition which enables 

hard-pressed management teams to develop a clear visual picture of their processes 

P
rocess definition sets out a given process
in transformation stages. It does this in
terms of defined requirements and stage
assurances – those activities that ensure
consistent reliability and accuracy of

stage output.
This provides a clear view of the process that

relates to the physical or actual situation in a way
that enables the process owner and the team to
really understand it and look for improvements.
Figure 1 demonstrates the basic model and figure 2
provides an example.

In addition to improving the process it is also a
very useful tool for problem investigation or root
cause analysis.

What’s more, before the team even looks for
improvements it will ensure that ‘stage assurance’
has been addressed for each transformation stage of
the process definition.

Defined requirements
For each stage the following will be defined:
• what is to be achieved – requirement
• who is required to do it – function responsible
• what is the evidence or result that it has been

done – result
Defined requirements can be extended to suit the
situation, for example ‘location’ can be included if

it provides a geographical view of the process.
‘What-ifs’ and decision loops should be kept to an
absolute minimum and where there are clear alter-
natives within the process then it is best to develop
separate process definitions for the alternatives, as
opposed to dealing with all of them at once.

For example, if we consider the process of han-
dling returned products that are immediately cate-
gorised in terms of a) defective product, b)
incorrect client order information or c) incorrect
processing of client order by sales department, then
three process definitions would be developed for a,
b and c.

Stage assurance 
Stage assurance provides management with assur-
ance that stage outputs meet the defined require-
ments for quality, accuracy and delivery
(timeliness). Stage assurances are defined by:
• specified competencies for stage activities
• instructions (documents, software and so on)
• specified training for the stage activities
• any calibrated equipment needed (production,

testing or software)
• inspection, checks or self-checks (self-checks

are included in the stage assurance but checks or
inspections by ‘someone else’ would need to be
included in a separate stage)
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Figure 1. A basic model 
of process definition
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Responsibility: End user

Requirement
• initiate request in helpdesk data-

base by providing:
– name
– category and sub-category
– subject item or software
– description of request/problem

• check entered data

Result or record
Record in register of request (data-
base)

Stage assurance
1. help instructions in database
2. calibrated database with drop-

down lists
3. self-check

Responsibility: Helpdesk supervisor

Requirement
• check category
• assign priority to task using 

prioritisation policy document
• assign technician with appropriate

competency using skills matrix
• log task

Result or record
Assigned technician
Record in register (database)

Stage assurance
1. specified supervisor competencies
2. prioritisation policy document
3. skills matrix
4. calibrated database

Responsibility: IT technician 

Requirement
• review request
• prepare for task
• regquest more info from user
• undertake task
• check problem/request has been

fixed and confirm satisfactory 
resolution with user

• sign out task in database

Result or record
Task completed
Record in register (database)

Stage assurance
1. specified technician competencies
2. reference information
3. Instructions and specific training

for some tasks 
4. self-check

Responsibility: Help desk supervisor

Requirement
• review task list for completions
• check high risk tasks
• capture lessons learned
• implement lessons learned
• study
• act

Result or record
Assurance of quality task
Improved process
Solutions database updated with new
solutions

Stage assurance
1. specified supervisor competencies
2. self-check

Why use process definition?
Process definition is the second stage in the struc-
tured approach to designing a process which con-
sists of specifying, defining and mapping the
process and ensures that stage assurance has been
addressed for each stage as detailed in figure 2.
Process maps can be easily developed from process

definition, omitting much of the more detailed
information so that visibility of process can be pub-
lished to the appropriate audience. Process defini-
tion can easily be developed by the process owner
with support from the team members helping to
create ownership of the process. By following this
structured approach the process owner can be sure
that every aspect of a process is considered in a log-
ical sequence.

One advantage of process definition is that it can
easily be used to identify impacts or risks associated
with each transformation stage, in terms of envi-
ronmental impact, safety related risks, social
responsibility or financial risks.

Process definition can be developed using the
draw functions in any of the MS Office software
applications, enabling it to be developed by the
process owner rather than just quality department
personnel.

It is particularly valuable when used with root
cause analysis as it can help identify the stages at
which a problem is caused.

Improve performance
Process definition helps to illuminate exactly what
takes place at each transformation stage of the
process. This is especially useful when there are
many different people responsible for each of the

Figure 2. An example of
process-based definition for an

IT helpdesk
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stages, and the stages take place at different loca-
tions. This view of the process will immediately
highlight omissions, duplications, resource issues,
communication issues, information deficiencies,
and ineffective delegation of authority.

The process owner can also apply the traditional
improvement tools across the different transforma-
tion stages, like de-bottlenecking, best practice and
standardisation, viewing the process through the
eye of the customer and the seven wastes.

A case study
Figure 2 is a simplified example of how process
definition looks for an IT help desk.The stage assur-
ances are referenced in summary form only. So, for
instance, under ‘competency’ the required compe-
tence an individual should bring to the stage will
be referenced and the detail included in the appli-
cable job specification.

Similarly, the need for an instruction will sim-
ply be referenced in the process definition while
the actual instruction will be found in a docu-
ment, built into a software program or some-
where similar.

Training is essentially the opposite end of the
stick to competency and, as such, is given a sepa-
rate heading. This is because it will focus the
process definition designer on stage specific com-
petencies that should be developed for the stage.
This will then be referenced in summary form in
the process definition and delivered by the organi-
sation’s HR process.

Calibrated equipment will range from measur-
ing or inspection equipment, through to testing
equipment, calibrated databases and spreadsheets
or other types of software. Again, this need will be
summarised in the process definition.

Inspections or checks carried out by a second
party will have a separate stage of their own as the
responsibility, requirement and result will differ
from the stage being checked. The need for self-
checks will be summarised in the process defini-
tion. An example of a self-check would be when a
data entry operator is required to check the entered
data on-screen against the hard copy data before
signing off the activity. Another example would be
when a lathe operator is required to check the
dimensions of their machined part before passing it
on to the next stage.

Benefits
• illuminates a process for the team members
• a simple tool that everyone can use with a minimum of

training or mentoring
• provides structure to designing a process
• helps in process improvement
• helps when diagnosing a problem 

Tips
• never create process definition from process maps – always

vice versa
• set out what currently exists and never include anticipated

improvements as this will create confusion 
• quality professionals should offer to mentor their colleagues

in developing their process definitions.This is more effective
than doing it for them

• ownership is the key to a successful process definition
• process definition is usually not a published document as it

contains too much information that relates to the manage-
ment of the process

The stage assurances that are employed will be
dependant on the severity of the risks associated
with the stage, including quality, financial, safety,
environmental or system related.

If the risks are significant then a number of the
stage assurances may be specified. For example, a
stage in a process at which a pharmacist measures
out ingredients for a made up prescription may
require four or five of the assurances. When the
risks are minimal only one, if any, of the stage
assurances may be specified 

‘One advantage of process definition is that it can be used to identi-
fy risks – be they social, environmental or financial – with each
transformation stage’
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